TECHNOLOGY
STIHL has further developed the tried and tested internalcombustion engine: 2- MIX and 4- MIX technologies allow
more efficient combustion; M-Tronic electronic engine
management adjusts engines automatically and optimally
to reduce fuel consumption and emissions.
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ARE AS OF APPLICATION
Anyone who wants to operate loud tools in the open
air decides on the power system that offers maximum
independence – a fuel canister to fill up is always close
at hand.

GASOLINE
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Focus on Innovations
TECHNOLOGY
The electric motors in the corded STIHL products are
particularly robust, durable and reliable. They are optimized for professional work, for tradesmen for example.
They make use of the existing power network infrastructure and therefore constitute an inexpensive and environmentally friendly alternative.

ARE AS OF APPLICATION
Inexpensive, emission-free, light and quiet: If there’s
an electric socket nearby, one can work with an electric
power tool non-stop and conveniently. Our corded tools
are also a good solution for do-it-yourselfers and
tradesmen or to cut firewood at home.
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ELECTRIC
INNOVATIVE IN ALL TECHNOLOGIES –
TECHNOLOGY
A brushless, electronically controlled (EC) electric motor is
used in the new STIHL cordless tools. Its operation is very
energy efficient and mechanically it is almost wear-free.
Due to the EC motor’s high efficiency, STIHL cordless tools
make the best possible use of the lithium-ion batteries and
convert their power directly into performance.

whether gasoline, corded or cordless: STIHL

ARE AS OF APPLICATION
STIHL cordless power tools are suitable for use in interior
fitting and renovation, cutting firewood, working in one’s
own home or garden, or in noise-sensitive areas such as
residential areas, parks or hospitals.

offers all customers the technical solution
that they need.
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FOCUS ON INNOVATIONS
Ever since the company was founded, STIHL has
defined the market over and again with its outstanding
innovations. Anyone working in forestry or agriculture,
in landscape maintenance or construction – or who
expects the highest standards as a private user – knows
STIHL and values its brand promise: uncompromising

quality, customer orientation and innovation.
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25 Years

For 25 years, the independent, not-for-profit Eva Mayr-Stihl Foundation has
been active with a focus on science and research, the arts and culture, and
numerous other topics. The Foundation’s endowment capital has been increased
several times; by the end of 2011, it will amount to more than 100 million euros.
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Eva Mayr-Stihl Foundation
The “Eva Mayr-Stihl Stiftung” is an independent, not-for-profit foundation.
It was established in 1986 by Eva Mayr-Stihl and Robert Mayr under the name
“Andreas-Stihl Stiftung.” That name led to some misunderstandings, however,
and made it difficult to differentiate between the company and the foundation.
The name was therefore changed to “Eva Mayr-Stihl Stiftung” in 2004.

MAIN AREAS OF THE FOUNDATION’S WORK

Science and research
The arts and culture
The protection of animals
Charitable purposes
Church purposes

The Foundation’s endowment capital initially amounted to half a million
deutschmarks, but its funds increased continually over the years. At the end
of 2010, they rose from 50 to 75 million euros, and another increase of 25 million
euros is planned for the end of this year. The endowment capital will then
amount to 100 million euros.

EXECUTIVE BOARD OF THE FOUNDATION

Eva Mayr-Stihl
Robert Mayr, Dipl.-Volkswirt, Hon. Senator
BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Dr. jur. Gerhard Wirth (Chairman)
Alexandra Mayr, Dipl.-Math.
Susanne Müller-Schöll, Dipl.-Ing.
Markus Schetter, Dipl.-Ing.
Selina Stihl, M.Sc. ACA

THE FOUNDATION’S WORK HAS VARIOUS FOCUSES

Two of the ways in which the Foundation supports science and research are
with the highest-value forestry-science prize in the German-speaking world,
which is awarded every two years, and through an endowed professorship in
forest history at the University of Freiburg. The domicile of STIHL’s founding
company, the town of Waiblingen and its suburbs, also benefit from the Foundation’s activities: for example in the form of financial support for the construction of the Stihl Waiblingen Gallery and the donation of a sculpture for
the cultural center by world famous artist Olafur Eliasson.

CONTACT

Eva Mayr-Stihl Stiftung
Alexander Burghartswieser
Postfach 17 71
71307 Waiblingen
Germany
T +49  7151 26 1235
E	 burghartswieser @ stihl-stiftung.de

100

ENDOW MENT CAPITAL OF THE EVA M AY R-STIHL FOUNDATION
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THE E X ECU TIV E BOA RD OF S TIHL AG (from left to right)
DR. RER. POL. KLAUS DETLEFSEN

Member of the Executive Board
Finance and Controlling
DR.-ING. BERTRAM KANDZIORA

Chairman of the Executive Board
Production and Materials
WOLFGANG ZAHN, DIPL.-ING.

Member of the Executive Board
Development
JÜRGEN STEINHAUSER, DIPL.-WIRT. ING. (FH)

Member of the Executive Board
Marketing and Sales
GÜNTHER GASSLBAUER, DIPL.-BETRIEBSW. (FH)

Member of the Executive Board
Human Resources, Organization / IT, Legal Affairs and Patents

STIHL GALLERY WAIBLINGEN – “ADJUSTING. LIVING IN A BOX”

The Executive Board was photographed in the Stihl Waiblingen Municipal
Gallery. The exhibition “Adjusting. Living in a Box” is devoted to paper
as a raw material and was organized in cooperation with the Villa Zanders
Municipal Gallery in Bergisch Gladbach.
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Dear Business Partners,
Dear Staff,
Dear Friends of the STIHL Group!

The STIHL Group operated successfully in the year 2010. We mastered the global
economic crisis significantly better than the industry as a whole: Not only did we
overcome the crisis, but we also achieved a new revenue record. We grew in many
markets, especially in the so-called BRIC countries of Brazil, Russia, India and China.
STIHL was able to further improve its strong market position worldwide.
We increased the total revenue of the STIHL Group by 16.0 percent to a new record
figure of 2.36 billion euros in 2010 (2009: 2.04 billion euros). Currency exchange rates
had a positive impact on revenue of plus 5.9 percent. At the founding company,
comprising the seven production plants in Germany, we achieved revenue growth of
18.5 percent to 801.2 million euros, following the significant decrease of 17.3 percent
in the year 2009.
Employment also increased along with the higher production output. The Group had
a total workforce of 11,310 employees as of December 31, 2010 (plus 3.9 percent).
The workforce of the founding company in Germany expanded by 5.1 percent to
3,874 employees. Worldwide, the biggest challenge was to react quickly and flexibly
to the unexpectedly strong growth.
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The cost-cutting programs we started in 2009 in response to the global economic
crisis were continued consistently in 2010. This led to a renewed increase in liquidity.
Our own liquid funds were sufficient to finance all of the Group’s investment. The
STIHL Group’s total capital expenditure remained at a high level of 122.7 million euros
(2009: 130.7 million euros). Most of the investment was in our production plants,
often in connection with the launch of new products and the expansion of our
product range.
The focus of our development efforts in 2010 was once again in the area of electronics.
We extended our offering of cordless products after the successful launch of the
cordless hedge trimmer in 2009 with two clearing saws, a blower, two VIKING lawn
mowers and the first cordless STIHL chain saw. The electronic engine management
system for our gasoline engines was adapted for a clearing saw for the first time and
was enhanced with additional important functions for chain saws. And we developed
the first electronic water control system for our cut-off machines.
The joint efforts of the Group’s employees, management and owners during the
global economic crisis paid off for STIHL in 2010. We were able to strengthen our
position and achieved new records after the crisis. On behalf of the entire Executive
Board, I would like to thank the workforce for their great flexibility, motivation and
commitment. I would also like to thank the employee representatives for their positive
cooperation.

Dr. Bertram Kandziora
Chairman of the Executive Board
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READY TO START.

“Russia is a big country with stark contrasts in climatic conditions,
highly varied vegetation and many different applications for power
tools. STIHL has a technical solution for all requirements.”
SERGEY KUZDROV, STIHL AUTHORIZED DEALER ST. PETERSBURG, RUSSIA
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MANAGEMENT REPORT – THE STIHL GROUP
Already in the first year after the global economic crisis, the STIHL Group
succeeded in generating total revenue of well over 2 billion euros. Investment
remained at a high level; 62 percent of it was accounted for by the subsidiaries.

GROUP REVENUE WELL OVER 2 BILLION EUROS
Due to substantial revenue growth of 16.0 percent
compared with the prior year, the STIHL Group posted
total revenue of 2,363.0 million euros in 2010, thus
setting a new record (revenue decreased by 4.9 percent
in 2009). Of the Group’s total revenue, 89.3 percent
was generated outside Germany, compared with 88.0
percent in the prior year. The euro countries accounted
for 31.0 percent of total revenue and the European Union
as a whole accounted for 39.3 percent.

Currency exchange rates had a significantly positive
effect on revenue of plus 5.9 percent (2009: minus
0.8 percent). On average for the year, the euro was
worth 1.33 US dollars, making the dollar 4.3 percent
more expensive than in 2009. Calculated at average
exchange rates for the year 2009, that is, if there had
been no changes in 2010, the STIHL Group’s revenue
would have increased by 10.1 percent.
INVESTMENTS IN GERMANY AND ABROAD
The STIHL Group’s investments in property, plant and
equipment and intangible assets of 122.7 million euros
remained at a high level also in 2010 (2009: 130.7 million
euros). The German founding company accounted for
38.0 percent of total investment while domestic and
foreign subsidiaries accounted for 62.0 percent.
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DISTRIBUTION OF REVENUE – THE STIHL GROUP

REVENUE GROWTH 2010 – THE STIHL GROUP

10.7 % Germany

89.3 % Other countries

2009

2,037.5

2010

2,363.0 millions of euros

+16.0 %

The production companies of the STIHL Group invested primarily in the development of future technologies.
They accounted for 88.2 percent of total capital expenditure. Numerous product startups at various production locations and the expansion of the production
program required new casting molds and machinery
as well as equipment in the areas of assembly and preproduction.
SATISFACTORY EARNINGS AND HIGH LIQUIDITY
The earnings situation of the STIHL Group was once
again satisfactory in 2010. This was partially the result
of continuing the worldwide cost-cutting program that
was started in 2009. Liquidity increased again compared
with the prior year. As in previous years, it was possible

to finance nearly all of the Group’s capital expenditure
without any need for borrowing.
STRONG FINANCIAL STRUCTURE
The Group’s financial structure continued to be characterized by a high level of equity, equivalent to 66.7 percent of total assets. Equity therefore covered all noncurrent assets as well as trade receivables.
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MANAGEMENT REPORT –
THE FOUNDING COMPANY
After the sharp revenue decrease in the prior year, the situation of the seven
production plants in Germany (the founding company) improved significantly
in 2010. The volume of investment decreased slightly.

REVENUE POSTED BY THE FOUNDING COMPANY
significantly above the prior-year level 
The significantly improved economic situation in
2010 led to revenue growth for the founding company.
Revenue of 801.2 million euros in 2010 was 18.5 percent above the prior-year level (revenue decreased by
17.3 percent in 2009).
The export ratio of 87.6 percent was 1.5 percentage
points higher than in 2009. The proportion of revenue
generated in the European Union was 48.2 percent,
which is 4.6 percentage points lower than in the prior
year. A higher proportion of revenue was accounted for
by the rest of Europe (especially Russia), North and
South America (especially the United States and Brazil)
and Asia (especially China, Indonesia and Malaysia).

INVESTMENT AT THE FOUNDING COMPANY
The investment volume decreased slightly compared
with the prior year by 1.5 million euros and amounted
to 48.1 million euros in 2010. Substantial amounts were
invested in research and development, which is con
centrated at the site in Waiblingen, for the expansion
of the product range. Capital expenditure also reflected
advancing technological developments with regard to
production equipment and IT infrastructure.
The entire investment volume was financed without
any need for borrowing. Total investment in 2010 was
significantly higher than total depreciation and amorti
zation, as in previous years.
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DISTRIBUTION OF REVENUE – THE FOUNDING COMPANY

REVENUE GROWTH IN 2010 – THE FOUNDING COMPANY

12.4 % Germany

87.6 % Other countries

2009

676.1

2010

801.2

millions of euros

+ 18.5 %

INCREASED EQUITY RATIO
AND ONGOING HIGH LIQUIDITY
Equity was equivalent to 42.5 percent of total assets
as of December 31, 2010, which is 0.3 of a percentage
point more than a year earlier. Equity therefore covered
the entire non-current assets.
Total liquidity, which includes securities held as non-
current assets, amounted to 34.1 percent of total assets.
It is necessary to take into account, however, that liquid
assets are offset to a large extent by high long-term obligations from occupational retirement pensions.

INCREASE IN SELF-FINANCED PENSION OBLIGATIONS
Actuarial expertises led to an increase in provisions for
retirement pensions and other liabilities relating to outstanding capital benefits of 6.4 percent compared to
2009 (increase of 2.4 percent in 2009). The calculations
are based on the Heubeck 2005G actuarial table, which
was published in August 2005. The new regulations of
the German Accounting Law Modernization Act (BilMoG),
which has been in force since January 1, 2010, neces
sitated the remeasurement of occupational pension obligations and resulted in a higher figure. The significance
of provisions for pensions is emphasized by the fact
that they amount to approximately one third of total
assets.

bg 56

bge 81

bga 85

THOROUGH.

“S TIHL products are environmentally friendly; they fulfill our very stringent
Californian emission standards. But my customers also expect power
and professional quality without any compromises, allowing exact and
efficient work.”
Floyd R. Huffman, STIHL AUTHORIZED DEALER CALIFORNIA, USA
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QUALITY, OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY
AND ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
The same standards apply in terms of quality, occupational safety and environmental
protection at all of STIHL’s production plants. “Made by STIHL” is a quality promise
all over the world. It applies not only to our products and manufacturing processes,
but also to our responsible attitude to scarce resources.

STIHL has set up quality management structures at all its

production plants, whose effectiveness has once again
been confirmed by DQS 2010 with renewed certification
according to ISO 9001:2008. Our Plant 4 in Germany has
been additionally certified according to ISO 16949.

GOOD AWARENESS OF TASKS AND DUTIES

The fact that these systems work is shown by numerous
product audits. Finished products are checked for customer-relevant aspects as well as for conformance to
internal and external technical specifications. Although
the production facilities had to cope with above-average
rates of increase last year after the decrease in 2009, all
of the plants fulfilled the high quality requirements and
thus guaranteed the “Made by STIHL” quality.

Not only the quality and safety of our products, but also the
safety of our employees is important to STIHL. In this context,
REACH (EU Chemicals Directive No. 1907 / 2006, Registration,
Evaluation, Authorization and Restriction of Chemicals) and
other worldwide or national prohibitions and restrictions on
the use of certain materials specify that only those working
materials and consumables can be used that are not harmful
to human health. Comprehensive information and training
ensure that line managers and employees are aware of their
tasks and duties with regard to hazardous materials as well
as machinery and equipment. Internal audits check for adherence to those duties. The fact that this safety system
works is confirmed by the renewed certification of several
production plants in 2010 according to Occupational Health
and Safety Standard BS OHSAS 18001:2007.

RELIABLE COMPLIANCE WITH EMISSION LIMITS

AWARENESS OF NATURE AND RESOURCES

Adherence to applicable laws and regulations is a
matter of course at STIHL . Throughout the Group,
we demonstrated our reliable compliance with strict
emission limits with the use of sophisticated statistical
methods in 2010. The new European Machinery Directive, which should further enhance customers’ safety
when using our products, was also implemented successfully.

Environmental protection first of all means complying
with various international, national and local laws, rules
and regulations. Certification according to ISO 14001
shows that we fulfill those requirements. But environmental protection means more than that at STIHL :
Awareness of a considerate and careful attitude to
nature and scarce resources has to be maintained at
all levels. A wide-ranging information offensive was
therefore carried out at the STIHL Group in 2010.

QUALITY “MADE BY STIHL”
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PRODUCTION

The 2010 financial year featured sharp rises in production figures. After the
worldwide economic crisis, which was also felt by STIHL in 2009, the Group
can now look back on a record year 2010.

Production capacities were well utilized at all our sites
in 2010 and STIHL substantially increased its production
volumes. Due to the large number of new products, the
various STIHL production sites successfully implemented
numerous new product start-ups. With the expansion
of the product range in the area of cordless power tools,
production expanded substantially at the VIKING plant
near Kufstein, Austria, where the assembly of all cordless
products is located.

GERMANY – ANDREAS STIHL AG & CO. KG
The worldwide economic crisis, which within the STIHL
Group particularly affected the founding company in
Germany, was overcome in the first quarter of 2010. As
of March, our production volumes increased continuously. Our capacities were well utilized in all areas, from
tool production to general manufacturing to assembly. In
some cases, there were actually supplier bottlenecks.
INVESTMENT IN THE FUTURE OF THE
PRODUCTION LOCATION
STIHL invested substantial amounts in the areas of assem-

bly and preproduction. Production started of new products
that are particularly important for the future of the production site. This includes the platform strategy of the range of

chain saws STIHL MS 261 / MS 271 / MS 291 and MS 231 /
MS 241 / MS 251, and of the range of clearing saws STIHL
FS 240 / FS 260 / FS 360 / FS 410 / FS 460. We anticipate
strong sales of these models as well as long lifecycles. This
will secure a large number of jobs at the founding company.
RATIONALIZATION AND COST REDUCTIONS
We protected our competitiveness with a number of rationalization projects which helped us to reduce production
costs. We also succeeded in further reducing our material
expenses. We optimized our production processes and
manufacturing routines as well as our flows and supplies
of materials in the production process. The zero-defect
strategy was extended to include the contents of the process
audits with regard to emissions and safety.

USA – STIHL INCORPORATED
At our location in the United States, we reacted to the
weak economic environment by systematically integrating numerous additional processes in our production. In
this way, STIHL created new jobs in both guide-bar production and accessories production while significantly
reducing costs. Furthermore, the production of injection
molding parts was integrated into our own production
instead of being contracted out to suppliers.
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AUTOMATION AND PRODUCTIVITY IMPROVEMENTS
In addition to protecting jobs, STIHL also focused on reducing costs in the United States. This included pushing
forward with automation. From just one industrial robot
in the year 2002, the number has now increased to 97.
Numerous new automation projects were implemented
in 2010, leading to significant productivity improvements
with above-average amortization rates.
PRODUCT START-UPS SUCCESSFULLY IMPLEMENTED
Following extensive tests, we extended the production
structure of the clearing saw range FS 40 / 50 / 56 / 70
with the new FS 70 C-E bike-handle brushcutter. It replaces the FS 80 bike-handle brushcutter and offers
a new, low-emission and fuel-efficient engine. We put
a new assembly structure into operation for two backpack blowers. The production range of chain saws was
also expanded at STIHL Incorporated: The MS 261 / 271 /
291 family replaced the extremely successful MS 260  /  
270 / 290.

BRAZIL – STIHL FERRAMENTAS MOTORIZADAS LTDA.
STIHL substantially expanded its production volumes

also in Brazil in 2010. In addition, we put a new sewage
treatment plant into operation, which will contribute
towards enhanced environmental safety.
EXPANSION OF CYLINDER PRODUCTION
We completed the new building for cylinder production
in 2010. We also started the construction of a new
chroming line, which will go into operation in 2011.
Processes in cylinder production and the complex technology of gravity casting were improved, as was the
pressure casting process, and new manufacturing technologies were introduced.
STIHL PRODUCTION SYSTEM
STIHL continued its site-related production system

in Brazil and continuously developed it. Among other
things, it includes the concept of lean production – we

place particular emphasis on this aspect. Improvement
management was also pushed forward.

SWITZERLAND – STIHL KETTENWERK GMBH & CO. KG
The STIHL chain plant included two more new chains
in its production program in 2010. The ¼“ Picco Micro
chain for the new cordless chain saw allows an extremely narrow cut and thus also a very high cutting
performance. And with the ³⁄ 8“ Picco Super, for the first
time we are providing our customers with a low-profile
chain with full-chisel teeth.
REDUCED MATERIAL COSTS
The cost-reducing measures already initiated in 2009
were successfully continued in 2010 and helped us to
achieve double-digit savings on material expenses. It
was possible to avoid some expensive investments by
means of selective general overhauls of our existing
machinery. The biggest individual investment was in a
new chroming plant for cutting teeth at the chain plant
in Bronschhofen.
ABOVE-AVERAGE GROWTH
The year 2010 featured above-average growth in unit
sales of our chains. Market supply was ensured as a
result of record production levels. The decisive factors
were the very high working flexibility at our site in
Switzerland, the strong commitment of our employees
there, and productivity advances.

CHINA –
ANDREAS STIHL POWER TOOLS (QINGDAO) CO., LTD.
STIHL implemented unexpectedly strong program

growth also in China. Our on-time delivery rate, which
reflects the speed of supplying customers from production, was over 98 percent. This shows that the concept
of producing to order has paid off.
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ASSEMBLY PROCESSES IMPROVED AND EXTENDED
Regular production adjustments and continuous personnel expansion required improvements to our assembly
routines. The first pre-series of a new brushcutter ran
successfully. We are increasing the depth of production
with additional pre-assembly.
ESTABLISHMENT OF IMPROVEMENT MANAGEMENT
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LAWN MOWERS ADDED TO CORDLESS
PRODUCT RANGE
The new Series 3 lawn mowers developed by VIKING
comprise not only two corded electric models and one
model with a gasoline engine, but also two cordless
lawn mowers with rechargeable batteries. They sup
plement the STIHL cordless module system and can
be operated with the same batteries as used in other
STIHL cordless power tools.

STIHL is developing a comprehensive system of im-

provement management also in China. This includes
workshops on increasing efficiency, the training of
method experts, and the increased standardization of
lean-production actions.
SUPPLIERS AND NEW COMPONENTS
STIHL China is intensifying its efforts in the area of

supplier development, resulting in cost reductions
and further quality improvements. In addition, a local
process has been developed for the evaluation of new
parts. This will allow cost-reducing potential to be implemented faster and more independently, as well as
further enhancing our competitiveness.

AUSTRIA – VIKING GMBH
Production at the VIKING plant in Austria has been
expanded to include STIHL cordless tools. A new assembly line for the MSA 160 cordless chain saw and
a combined assembly line for the FSA 65 / 85 cordless
brushcutter and the BGA 85 blower have been put
into operation. STIHL’s department for special machinetool construction designed and produced the required
test equipment.
DEVELOPMENT OF NEW PRODUCT GROUP
With the market launch of the new tillers, this product
group has now been added to VIKING ’s production
portfolio. The Series 4 and 5 tillers were developed
by VIKING and are now being produced on a new as
sembly line.

HONG KONG – ZAMA CORPORATION LTD.
Zama profited from the upswing of the STIHL Group

and from increased orders from third-party customers.
Its production volume had to be increased by more
than 30 percent. Various steps of the manual working
procedure in production were continuously improved
and were automated wherever it made sense and the
required investment was appropriate.

hs 45

hSE 71

hSa 65

ERGONOMIC.

“My customers place great value on technologically sophisticated products
with which one can work efficiently and cleanly. At the same time, they 
have to be environmentally friendly and have to conserve scarce resources.
Because we see protecting nature as part of our culture.”
Satoshi Kondo, STIHL AUTHORIZED DEALER Nagoya, JAPAN 
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PURCHASING
After the sharp decrease in production levels in the year 2009, STIHL’s suppliers
demonstrated their high flexibility and commitment, because in 2010 it was
necessary to cope with above-average production increases. An additional factor
was that we further adapted our purchasing processes to better reflect their
Group-wide function.

Due to improved economic conditions, the supply situation
was extremely challenging as of mid-2010. Low inventories
and the required ramp-up of production due to the economic upturn placed high demands on all concerned.
Acquiring machine tools for new component projects
was particularly time consuming. We had bottlenecks
also with regard to steel, plastics and electronic components. This had an impact on prices, which increased
significantly in those classes of goods from the middle
of the year onwards.
SUPPLIER MANAGEMENT
Economic conditions did not have a substantial impact
on our existing supplier structure in 2010. This was due
in part to our long-term and close cooperation as well as
our risk management activities. The management of the
strategic orientation of classes of goods also boosts our
overall performance. For example, we have the option
of producing components ourselves as an alternative to
using our procurement markets (make or buy decision).

UTILIZING THE POTENTIAL OF THE
PURCHASING PROCESS THROUGHOUT THE GROUP
STIHL makes good use of the purchasing process’s

potential by involving the purchasing department at
an early stage. In this way, we achieve the best pos
sible conditions and legal security. The focus in the
non-series area is increasingly placed on Group-wide
action. We enhanced cooperation in non-series purchasing through the exchange of best-practice examples in an international purchasing workshop. The results can also be applied in the area of investment
goods and operating materials.
In series purchasing, closer coordination of cost-reducing
projects led to better utilization of potential. A central
management function prioritizes projects throughout
the Group and helps to make better use of the required
development capacities.
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SHARES OF CURRENCIES
IN STIHL GROUP PURCHASING IN 2010

DOW JONES STEEL-PRICE BENCHMARK – WIRE ROD

[in euros / ton]

1.2 % Swiss francs

700

9.7 %  Yen

52.1%
euros

8.9 %  Real

600
500

28.1 %  US dollars
400
12.2009

STRENGTHENED PURCHASING ORGANIZATION
STIHL strengthened its organizational base last year

to set the course for further process optimizations and
enhanced cooperation within the Group. Master data was
harmonized and classes of goods and responsibilities
were adjusted in all STIHL purchasing organizations.
OPTIMIZED PROCESSES
In addition to the current optimization of purchasing
and procurement processes, these processes have
also been further adapted to reflect their Group-wide
function. The required system support as well as farreaching planning and fine tuning were analyzed and
calculated for the entire STIHL Group.
STRONG FOREIGN CURRENCIES
The US dollar, Japanese yen and Brazilian real were the
main currencies that climbed significantly against the
euro in 2010. This improved the competitiveness of our

12.2010

European suppliers. Selective actions in our purchasing
markets allowed us to make good use of currency
movements in the various currency areas. By shifting
our purchasing appropriately, we were able to stabilize
our prices.
Intensified Group-wide collaboration in the field of purchasing is also an important management tool.
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MARKETS
Strong growth in nearly all markets in 2010, but the levels of 2008 were
not yet achieved. The effects of the global economic crisis were still apparent.
But STIHL’s unit sales grew faster than the markets, allowing us to further
improve our strong global market position.

Economic recovery in our industry, which had already
started at the end of 2009 in some regions, was faster
and stronger than expected in 2010. The emerging
markets of Eastern Europe, Asia and Latin America
were particularly dynamic. However, those countries
had suffered more in the previous year from the effects of the global financial and economic crisis.

In the year 2010, STIHL succeeded once again in further
strengthening its global market position in many areas.
In some particularly sensitive markets, however, increased penetration of cheap products from the Far East
is to be observed.
DIFFERENCES WITHIN EuropE

The development of the world market for gasoline
chain saws was generally positive in 2010. However,
the decrease in demand of the prior year was not yet
offset. This was partially due to the fact that the world’s
biggest market for gasoline chain saws, the United
States, had not yet overcome the recession in residential
construction.

Europe displayed varying developments once again in
2010. Especially in Southern Europe, the effects of the
economic crisis were still very apparent last year. In
Central Europe, the long winter in many countries and
private users’ reluctance to buy meant that the upswing
was rather moderate. But strong growth rates were recorded for nearly all product groups in Eastern Europe,
although those markets had declined to very low levels
in 2009.

Improved economic conditions and favorable weather
conditions in many regions resulted in growth stimulus
for gasoline power tools. The market for cut-off machines
also bottomed out and is now recovering.

The STIHL sales company responsible for the three
countries Belgium, Netherlands and Luxembourg and
the STIHL sales company in Spain celebrated their
25th anniversaries last year.

RECOVERY OF THE WORLD MARKET
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bric COUNTRIES – key marKEts in 2010

B

R

I
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Brazil

Russia

India

China

The STIHL sales company in Ukraine officially opened a
new sales building in 2010, thus laying the foundations
for further growth.

In Mexico, the STIHL sales company celebrated its 15th
anniversary and relocated into a new building.
ONGOING RECOVERY IN AsiA

LOWER MARKET VOLUME IN NorTH ameriCa
The ongoing crisis in the construction industry had
a negative impact on forestry and demand for wood,
and thus also on unit sales of chain saws. This led
to a further decrease in market volume. Among our
power tools, brushcutters profited from the favorable
weather conditions, but sales of most other products
remained flat.
ReCORDS in  Latin ameriCa 
Our markets in Latin America suffered more than most
other regions from the effects of the global financial and
economic crisis in 2009. The recovery that started last
year was faster and stronger than expected. In particular
with gasoline power tools, sales not only offset the declines of the prior year, but actually set new records.

In many parts of Asia, the market recovery that was
already apparent in the second half of 2009 accelerated
last year. This development was particularly pronounced
in the mass markets of India and China.
OCeaniA – FAVORABLE WEATHER CONDITIONS
In Australia, the most important market in the region,
power tools profited from the favorable weather con
ditions.
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DURABLE.

“T he STIHL Group – with its Austrian subsidiary VIKING – is successful
also because it is a family company. And also because we dealers and our
customers feel that we belong to the STIHL family.”
MATTHÄUS SPINDELBÖCK, AUTHORIZED DEALER ST. VEIT AN DER GLAN, AUSTRIA
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EMPLOYEES
The biggest challenge at all our sites in 2010 was the unexpectedly
strong growth in production output, which required extensive recruitment
and more flexible working-time models.

GERMANY – ANDREAS STIHL AG & Co. KG

STIHL’s apprenticeships is also at a very high level and

sessment last year at the seven production plants of the
founding company in Germany. It offers the employees
even more opportunities to improve their individual development by providing regular feedback on their own performance. At the same time, it gives line managers an important and practical management instrument, which also
promotes dialog between staff and managers.

is regularly adapted to ongoing technological developments.
A new focus is on providing instruction in electrical and
electronic skills. STIHL implements this for example with
its recently started training of electro-technical engineers
in cooperation with the Baden-Württemberg Cooperative
State University. The focus of our further-training activities
in 2010 was on the performance assessment system
and the continuous improvement process (CIP).

HIGH LEVEL OF TRAINING AND FURTHER TRAINING

IdEA management  – NeW ReCord 

STIHL has a long tradition of being aware of its social

Idea management at STIHL’s founding company is
comprised of the components of a suggestion system
(“idea plus”) and the continuous improvement process
(CIP). Approximately 67 percent of the employees were
involved in making more than 6,300 “idea plus” sugges-

STIHL introduced a new system of performance as-

responsibility to provide job training for young people
and therefore trains more apprentices than it needs
itself. Despite the economically difficult prior year, recruitment was as high as ever in 2010. The quality of
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tions last year, resulting in record annual savings of
1.9 million euros. In approximately 200 CIP teams, our
employees work out solutions for problems encountered
in their day-to-day work.
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BraZIL – STIHL FERRAMENTAS MOTORIZADAS LTDA.
The focus of educational activities in Brazil is on spreading specific technical STIHL know-how within the company. For this purpose, a training program was developed
for aluminum casting. 150 employees took part in these
100-hour courses in 2010.

USA – STIHL Incorporated 
In the United States, STIHL reacted to the difficult economic situation of 2009 and at the beginning of 2010 by
transferring additional manufacturing operations into its
own production. This insourcing initiative allowed us to
protect a large number of jobs.
AutomatiON REQUIRES HIGHER QualifiCationS
As automated machinery and robots are increasingly
being applied in the manufacturing process, the employees operating such equipment require additional
qualifications. STIHL Incorporated offers practical training with its own expert instructors. This form of training
is tailored to STIHL and its needs; it started in 2009
with basic courses and the advanced courses commenced in 2010.
InternAL FURTHER TRAINING in  MechatroniCS
We have introduced more than 20 internal courses of
further training in the technical area. The focus is on
mechatronics training with mechanical, electrical, pneumatic and hydraulic elements, supplemented by robot
and computer technology.
CLOSE COOPERATION WITH the  EDUCATION system 
STIHL cooperates with the state education system in

order to attract suitable employees also over the long
term. In 2010, this included providing support for a technological summer school for teachers in the region. The
participants gained an insight into modern manufacturing
methods and were provided with support with the development of a new teaching concept. In return, they helped
STIHL Incorporated to prepare the content of the first
STIHL Inc. manufacturing technology science summer
camp for high school students, which will take place in
July 2011.

NeW ASSESSMENT OF PERFORMANCE
STIHL introduced a new system of performance assess-

ment also in Brazil, in particular to promote the regular
exchange of information between managers and members of staff concerning individual personnel development. Executives took courses on communicating the
STIHL Group’s core competences and participated in
workshops to prepare them for specific management
tasks.
GOOD EMPLOYER, RELIABLE Partner 
In Brazil, STIHL was once again voted the most popular
employer in the region. The survey was carried out by a
university and a local newspaper. Furthermore, the municipal council of São Leopoldo made Hans Peter Stihl,
the Chairman of the Advisory Board and Supervisory
Board of the STIHL Group, an honorary citizen of the
city. The council explained this decision with the fact
that since the local subsidiary was established, STIHL
has assumed more and more social and environmental
responsibility, created jobs and demonstrated a high appreciation of its workforce.
More than 4,000 guests, employees and their families
attended the “open day” at the end of the year. This initiative significantly boosted the sense of belonging and
pride in the company – not only among the employees,
but also in the local community.

SWITZERLAND – STIHL KETTENWERK GmbH & Co. KG
The rapid upswing after the economic crisis also affected STIHL’s chain company in Switzerland to an unexpected extent: The workforce had to be expanded by
more than ten percent. In this context, we designed
and adapted shift working and working-time models
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DEVELOPMENT OF EMPLOYEE NUMBERS – THE STIHL GROUP

+ 69.7 %

11,500
10,500

WORKFORCE GROW TH
IN 10 YEARS

9,500
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6,500
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2006

extremely flexibly. Continuous process improvement in
production helped us to cope with significant growth in
orders received and to cover customers’ requirements
in good time.

China  –
ANDREAS STIHL POWER TOOLS (QINGDAO) Co., Ltd.
STIHL in China adjusted its performance-management

system last year. The company’s targets are broken
down as far as the individual departments and workplaces. The performance-management system evaluates the performance of the company, departments
and individuals, and links it with bonus payments. This
makes expectations and performance assessment more
transparent and communicates them more clearly.
MANAGEMENT REVIEW
STIHL is carrying out a 360-degree assessment in order
to enhance management competence at the production
plant in China. It includes the reports of the respective
line managers, of the colleagues, and of the employees
who report directly to the responsible executives. In
this way, we achieve the maximum possible feedback

2007

2008 1

2009

2010

1

including Zama

on management style and the atmosphere within the
organization.
sTRENGTHENED Cooperation  WITH UniversitIES
In 2010, STIHL granted a scholarship to the ChineseGerman Technical Faculty of the Qingdao University
of Science and Technology to be awarded to excellent
students with a focus on mechanical engineering and
automation. The scholarship holders will be able to
study in Germany for several years and to obtain a
German academic qualification. The cooperation also
includes the possibility of internships for interested
students as well as support for the further development
of curricula.
CHALLENGE OF OVERHEATED LABOR MARKET
The Chinese labor market was faced with a new challenge in 2010: The staff fluctuation rate was up to 20
percent. Other factors to contend with were a shortage
of labor and rising wages. In Qingdao, STIHL increased
its wages and bonus payments, improved communication, and organized team activities to improve the general
conditions for its employees. This helped us to reduce
staff fluctuation significantly.
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EMPLOYEE NUMBERS AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2010 – THE STIHL GROUP

1,215
Sales companies

261
STIHL Vertriebszentrale
AG & Co. KG, Dieburg
Founding company 3,874
Waiblingen
2,925
Prüm
590
Ludwigsburg
301
Wiechs a. Randen
58

4,135

7,175

Germany

Other countries

11,310

5,960
Production companies
(including VIKING)
Thereof Zama

1,010

Total workforce

AUSTRIA – VIKING GmbH

Hong kong  – ZAMA Corporation  Ltd.

VIKING approved new guidelines for personal interaction

In Shenzhen, China, where Zama’s main production
plant is located, there was a shortfall of more than one
million workers at times in 2010. Overall, the Chinese
labor market is in a situation of high wage increases,
and this trend will continue in the coming years. Due
to the high level of unit sales, Zama experienced a
rising need for personnel, which was covered thanks
to enormous efforts so that there were no bottlenecks
in customer deliveries.

at the company as well as a separate guideline for line
managers. For the third time in succession, the so-called
“upward feedback” contributed towards improved cooperation at the company. This system is applied on the
principle that management means providing a service to
the staff, and is also regarded as an activity for executives’
individual further development. “Upward feedback” is a
unique selling point for VIKING in the Tyrol region. This
makes us one of the most innovative employers with
the most up-to-date personnel management tools. The
fact that we set a salary range for office staff also
helped to improve transparency.
DEVELOPMENT OF KNOWLEDGE management 
In order to plan knowledge transfer in connection with
personnel changes, VIKING identified the experts and
key positions. In this way, we ensure that the company
does not lose any know-how and that no avoidable
costs are incurred.

Zama Japan recruited new employees in the development department in order to fulfill future technological
demands and customers’ wishes.
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legal and patentS
The two biggest challenges for the Legal and Patents department last year
were once again product piracy on the one hand and some products’ lack of
legal compliance in various markets on the other hand.

Successful products and strong brands are often
copied illegally. STIHL suffered from this phenomenon
of “product and brand piracy” once again in 2010.
defense against imitations 
The basis of all legal action is first of all a system of intelligent management of industrial property rights that
includes all patents, registered designs and trademarks
with the goal of optimizing the situation of intellectual pro
perty in various countries. For example, a company in the
Frankfurt / Main area launched chain saws on the market
that looked deceptively similar to ours. This constituted
an infringement of our color trademark. Approximately
3,800 chain saws were confiscated and legal action is
now being taken.
In 2010, STIHL , succeeded in enforcing the confiscation
of goods with a wholesale value of 600,000 euros
in China alone. When one adds approximately 20,000
chain saws that were seized in various EU member
states and assumes a sale price of 70 euros, this results

in an additional 1.4 million euros. In total, fake goods
worth more than 2 million euros were removed from
the market.
The color trademark of chain saws in the EU has proven
to be an effective remedy against copiers. Nearly all
goods confiscated in the EU are in violation of the color
trademark, because the addition of the name STIHL or
a similar brand name often takes place just before the
fake goods are sold.
increased applications for seizure at the border 
Another important step was the spread of applications
for seizure at borders to all EU states. In addition STIHL
made applications in non- EU countries such as Russia
and Australia, also with indications of success.
STIHL significantly expanded its activities in China, the

country where most imitations originate. With new Chinese
partners, we confiscated many copies of chains, guide
bars and chain saws from numerous copy companies in
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IMITATIONS AND FAKES – REGISTERED CONFISCATIONS IN THE EUROPEAN UNION

Source: European Commission statistics for 2009
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the past six months. Other cases are in preparation. As
costs connected with fake products are still increasing,
STIHL has created a new job position in China: A specifically trained employee is now active in this matter on the
spot and has been successful so far.
“non-compliant” Products 
Products with serious deficiencies – in our competitive
environment primarily chain saws – meaning that they
are non-compliant with European regulations, especially
of environmental standards such as emission limits or
safety-relevant regulations, were launched on the European market also in 2010. This was possible due to the
lack of implementation and enforcement of applicable
EU regulations in the various member states and the
resulting lack of activity by the market supervisory
authorities. STIHL sees this as an extremely serious
problem, also in terms of competition law.
Chain saw models that do not conform to European
regulations are often sold in home-improvement and

2006

2007

2008

2009

do-it-yourself stores, in supermarkets, on the Internet
and by so-called “back-of-a-van” vendors at the lowest
sales level of criminal organizations. Our brand is often
misused with intent to defraud when such persons attach
cheap STIHL stickers onto the goods just before the
attempted sale. The sale of all those products is illegal.
Unfortunately, we have repeatedly seen that the authorities responsible for supervising markets at the national
level do not implement applicable EU regulations. This re
presents a clear and unacceptable distortion of competition.
Because reputable manufacturers such as STIHL go to
enormous expense in research and development in order
to comply with regulations and in good faith that the
authorities will ensure that applicable law will be applied
equally to all market players. STIHL will continue to make
great efforts to combat imitations, misuse of trademarks
and non-compliant products.

fs 56 C

fse 71

fsa 65

FLEXIBLE.

“Australia is a rough continent – our climate is extremely demanding on
power tools. And customers’ demands also differ greatly. STIHL offers
the right solution for all needs.”
CLINTON DIVE, STIHL AUTHORIZED DEALER MANLY / TERREY HILLS / NEWPORT, AUSTRALIA
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DEVELOPMENT
One focus of STIHL’s development work in 2010 was on electronics, in particular
for the new STIHL cordless products. The M-Tronic electronic engine management
system was further developed: Engines now adjust automatically to changing
conditions such as altitude or fuel composition.

The STIHL Group expanded its product range last year,
also in the segment of cordless power tools. Following
the successful introduction of the HSA 65 and HSA 85
hedge trimmers in 2009, we presented additional cordless power tools in 2010: the MSA 160 C-BQ chain saw,
the FSA 65 and FSA 85 brushcutters and the BGA 85
blower. VIKING’s new MA 339 and MA 339 C lawn
mowers complete the cordless range. All of these tools
are equally suitable for professionals and demanding
consumers. Each power tool’s rechargeable batteries
are compatible with all the other tools in the range.
modular motor for cordless products 
For the new cordless products, STIHL developed its own
universal motor, which is extremely light and powerful.
It is electronically controlled to ensure maximum energy
efficiency and delivers high torque. At the same time,
it is quiet and has minimal vibrations, as well as being
virtually wear-free.
Generation change 
With the STIHL MS 261, we launched the new generation of a chain saw for professional use that has enjoyed
outstanding success in our markets for many decades.

Its predecessor, the STIHL MS 260, is the best-selling
professional chain saw of all time in our product range.
Very high expectations were therefore placed in the
new product. Meanwhile, it has proven to be a worthy
successor: Germany’s Forestry Technology Board (KWF)
awarded the STIHL MS 261 its innovation prize, various
trade journals reported extremely positively and customer feedback has also been very good. Users appreciate
the new PET air filter system in the form of a round
cartridge, as well as the loss-secure nut on the chainwheel cover for tensioning the guide bar and the onepiece hood with quick-release operation.
Additional milestones were set by the STIHL FS 360,
FS 410 and FS 460 – a new product generation for
professionals. They are fitted with STIHL ErgoStart as
standard, and the FS 460 also has our fully electronic
engine management system, M-Tronic.
strong and light 
The new STIHL Rollomatic ES Light is a large, lightweight
guide bar in cutting lengths 71, 80 and 90 centimeters.
Its weight has been reduced by 30 percent compared
with the Rollomatic ES . With a basic structure manu
factured with bifocal laser welding, it is more rigid and
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m-tronic – electronic engine management 

M-Tronic adjusts engines
automatically and optimally
to reduce both fuel consumption and emissions.

stronger than the three-part Rollomatic E. It was successfully launched on the market in August 2010.
New products in the field of cutting accessories include
two saw chains. The STIHL ³⁄ 8“ PS3 was developed
primarily for the professional STIHL MS 241. It has a
high cutting capacity combined with low vibrations
and kickback.
A saw chain with a smaller cutting width went into
series production for the new cordless chain saw and
the corresponding electric motor. This chain ensures
good cutting comfort and contributes to the high efficiency of the STIHL MSA 160 C .
Electronic  Water control 
The first electronic water control system for cut-off
machines revolutionizes this type of cutting with water.
At the touch of a button, water can be applied to bind
dust without having to interrupt the cutting work with
the new models STIHL TS 410 A and TS 420 A . Due
to the optimal measurement of the amount of water
required, water consumption is reduced by up to 50
percent, so that the pressurized water tank does not
have to be filled so often. This makes wet cutting in

the construction of buildings, foundations and roads
more convenient, efficient, economical and safe.
M-Tronic  ELECTRONIC engine management 
STIHL’s M -Tronic electronic engine management was

adapted for use with a clearing saw for the first time
in 2010. In combination with chain saws, it now offers
additional functions: easy and reliable starting with just
one starting position, constant idle speed, memory function automatically saved when adjusted, and constantly
optimized engine performance. M-Tronic ensures that
the engine is always optimally adjusted when in use, independently of the type of work and fuel composition.
This is particularly important with the use of biofuels
such as ethanol mixtures.
further development of  Processes 
The development processes themselves are also analyzed
at regular intervals. Our product-creation process (PEP)
has been continually further developed since 2002. In
recent years, PEP has resulted in shorter development
times, reduced costs and better development quality.
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REPORT OF THE SUPERVISORY BOARD
The Supervisory Board of STIHL AG held four regular meetings in the year 2010 at the headquarters
of the founding company in Waiblingen. At each of those meetings, the members of the Super
visory Board received detailed reports on the development of the STIHL Group and in particular
of the German founding company. The basis for the consultations of the Supervisory Board was
the report regularly submitted by the Chairman of the Executive Board, dealing with the familyowned company’s unit sales, revenue and earnings, as well as its workforce, capital expenditure
and financial position. In the first meeting of 2010, as every year, the Executive Board member
for Human Resources presented the personnel report.
The effects on the STIHL Group of the financial and economic crisis were a regular topic of
discussion also in the year 2010. The Supervisory Board was regularly and intensively informed
above all on the development of the Group’s unit sales and revenue, but also on the employment
situation at the production plants in Germany and abroad. During the past financial year, the world
economy fortunately recovered faster than expected. The surprising speed of the turnaround then
led to a significant increase in unit sales and revenue, resulting in a new revenue record for STIH L.
There is a good reason for the fact that the STIHL Group remained relatively unscathed by the
economic slump: the numerous modern new products that were launched on the market. Their
share of unit sales increased significantly. Great efforts have recently been made in this context,
especially with the development and production of cordless power tools for forestry and gardening;
these efforts started four years ago and are being further intensified.
At the end of 2010, Dr.-Ing. Peter Pretzsch stepped down from the Supervisory Board to take up
a position at a foreign subsidiary of the STIHL Group. He was the elected representative of the
management. The Stuttgart District Court appointed Mr. Thomas Bamesberger as his successor
on January 27, 2011.
The financial statements of STIHL AG for the year ended December 31, 2010, including the accounts
and the management report, have been audited by Ernst & Young GmbH, Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft, Stuttgart, Germany, who have issued an unqualified audit report. The Supervisory
Board concurs with the results of the audit. The external auditors attended the meeting of the
Supervisory Board held on March 30, 2011 to elucidate their audit and to discuss it with the
members. The Supervisory Board has reviewed and approved the annual financial statements.
They are thus adopted.

Hans Peter Stihl
Chairman of the Supervisory Board
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Balance sheet structure   The STIHL Group 

Assets
Equity &
liabilities

in millions of euros

Non-current assets

Inventories

Other current assets

1,015

633

1,404

3,052

2,035

421

596

Equity

Provisions

Liabilities

3,052

BALANCE SHEET AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2010
(Condensed version – New presentation pursuant to Section 266 of the German Commercial Code, HGB)
ASSETS

in thousands of euros

Consolidated STIHL Group

Notes

12 - 31 - 2010

12 - 31 - 2009

ANDREAS STIHL AG & CO. KG

12 - 31 - 2010

12 - 31 - 2009

Non-current assets
Intangible assets		
14,600
14,456
4,369
Property, plant and equipment		
759,342
717,567
199,340
Financial assets
(1)
241,438
239,621
64,414
				
1,015,380
971,644
268,123
Current assets
Inventories		
633,164
513,717
133,278
Receivables and other assets					
Trade receivables		
334,810
309,075
40,898
Receivables from related companies		
39,266
47,480
120,700
Other assets		
66,618
61,739
11,305
				
440,694
418,294
172,903
Securities
(2)
132,989
125,073
–
Cash on hand, cash at banks and cheques		
798,122
628,216
222,977
				
2,004,969
1,685,300
529,158
Deferred expenses and accrued income		
7,053
8,729
1,121
Deferred tax assets		
24,902
17,453
1,819
Positive difference arising from offsettig		
37
–
–

36,670
98,657
12,122
147,449
–
163,198
434,025
803
–
–

Total		

711,019

3,052,341

2,683,126

800,221

5,267
181,528
89,396
276,191
123,378
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Balance sheet structure   Andreas stihl Ag & co. KG

in millions of euros

Non-current assets

Inventories

Other current assets

268

133

399

Assets
Equity &
liabilities

800

340

275

185

Equity

Provisions

Liabilities

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES

Consolidated STIHL Group

800

ANDREAS STIHL AG & CO. KG

Notes

12 - 31 - 2010

12 - 31 - 2009

12 - 31 - 2010

12 - 31 - 2009

Equity
(3)
(4)
Provisions
Provisions for pensions and similar obligations		
Provisions for taxes		
Other provisions		
		
Liabilities
Liabilities to banks		
Loan from Eva Mayr-Stihl Stiftung 1
(5)
Participating capital 1
(6)
Advance payments received		
Trade payables		
Liabilities from bills accepted and drawn		
Liabilities to related companies		
Liabilities to shareholders / partners		
Other liabilities		
		
Deferred income and accrued expenses		
Deferred tax liabilities		

2,035,025

1,681,065

340,000

300,000

269,974
18,716
132,745
421,435

249,376
19,052
114,311
382,739

243,221
2,071
29,821
275,113

226,430
6,438
26,116
258,984

24,182
75,000
23,253
264
118,921
13
–
290,815
59,176
591,624
970
3,287

48,342
50,000
22,002
392
88,339
–
–
350,000
56,152
615,227
1,154
2,941

–
75,000
23,253
54
29,494
–
1,047
31,980
20,748
181,576
2,243
1,289

–
50,000
22,002
–
19,811
–
458
34,838
23,092
150,201
1,834
–

Total		

3,052,341

2,683,126

800,221

711,019

in thousands of euros

¹ The loan from Eva Mayr-Stihl Stiftung and the participating capital were reclassified as liabilities in 2010 due to a change in statutory accounting regulations.
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SUPPLEMENT TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Consolidated  STIHL Group

ANDREAS STIHL AG & Co.KG

Information required by Section 13 Subsection 3 in conjunction with Section 5
Subsection 5 Sentence 3 of the German Company Disclosure Act (“Gesetz
über die Rechnungslegung von bestimmten Unternehmen und Konzernen”):

Information required by Section 5 Subsection 5 Sentence 3 of the German
Company Disclosure Act (“Gesetz über die Rechnungslegung von bestimmten
Unternehmen und Konzernen”):

1. External revenue
2. Income from subsidiaries

1. Revenue
2. Income from subsidiaries

in thousands of euros
in thousands of euros

3. Wages, salaries,
social security contributions,
expenses for pensions and
other employee benefits

in thousands of euros 		246,211

3. Wages, salaries,
social security contributions,
expenses for pensions and
other employee benefits

in thousands of euros
in thousands of euros

in thousands of euros

4.	Number of employees
as of December 31, 2010				

2,362,985
1

542,979
11,310

801,219
–

4.	Number of employees
as of December 31, 2010			 3,874

Waiblingen, March 2011

Waiblingen, March 2011

STIHL Holding AG & Co. KG

ANDREAS STIHL AG & Co. KG

Die persönlich haftenden Gesellschafter
(The general partners)
Dipl.-Ing. Hans Peter Stihl

Die persönlich haftenden Gesellschafter
(The general partners)
Dipl.-Ing. Hans Peter Stihl

STIHL AG

STIHL AG

The complete financial statements of the STIHL Group and of
ANDREAS STIHL AG & C o. KG are published in the German Federal Gazette
(Bundesanzeiger), in accordance with the German Company Disclosure Act.
Ernst & Young GmbH, Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft, Stuttgart, Germany,
has issued an unqualified audit report on the financial statements to be deposited with the Stuttgart Commercial Register.
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NOTES

NOTES TO THE
BAL ANCE SHEET

ACCOUNTING AND VALUATION METHODS

of the STIHL Group and of
ANDREAS STIHL AG & C o. KG

Non-current assets are measured at cost of acquisition or production.
Cost of production includes direct material, direct labor and an appropriate
proportion of production overheads. Assets with a limited useful life are
subject to systematic depreciation. Wherever deemed necessary, impairments have been recognized to reflect assets’ lower fair values.

ASSETS

Inventories are measured at cost of acquisition or production or at fair
value if this is lower. Allowances for inventory risks have been recognized
to an appropriate extent.

1. Financial assets
The financial assets presented in the consolidated financial statements
comprise securities held as long-term investments and miscellaneous loans.

Receivables and other assets are measured at their nominal values. Allowances are made for recognizable individual risks and general default risk.

2. Securities
Most of these are miscellaneous securities held as short-term investments.

Provisions for pensions are measured in accordance with the new regu
lations of the German Accounting Law Modernization Act (BilMoG) and
on the basis of the Heubeck 2005G mortality table. At foreign companies,
pension provisions are measured in a similar manner with due consideration of national regulations. In the measurement of other provisions, all
recognizable risks and contingent liabilities are taken into account.

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES

Liabilities are shown at the amounts payable.

3. Equity
In both balance sheets, equity is presented as a single amount in accordance
with Section 9 Subsection 3 of the German Company Disclosure Act (PublG).

CONSOLIDATED GROUP
The consolidated financial statements include STIHL Holding AG & C o. KG
as well as all domestic and foreign subsidiaries (see list).
In 2010, the company OOO andreas STIHL Marketing, St. Petersburg, Russia,
was included in the consolidated group for the first time.
For reasons of immateriality, the consolidated financial statements do not
include Häussler G mb H & C o. KG Sechzehnte Bau + Boden Gesellschaft,
Stuttgart, Germany, and Häussler Neckarpark GmbH, Stuttgart.

CONSOLIDATION OF CAPITAL
Capital consolidation takes place in accordance with Section 301 of the
German Commercial Code (HGB).

4. Provisions
Provisions for pensions cover current pension rights as well as earned
future benefits.
Other provisions relate to outstanding employee benefits, employee jubilees
and other contingencies.
5. Loan from Eva Mayr-Stihl Stiftung
The loan was increased compared with the prior year by 25 million euros
to 75 million euros and is at the disposal of ANDREAS STIHL AG & C o. KG.
6. Participating capital
In the financial year 2010, employees of ANDREAS STIHL AG & C o. KGmade active use of the possibility to participate in the company’s capital
in the form of profit-participation right
7. Average number of employees of the STIHL Group
Europe
America
Asia / Oceania / Africa

Total

5,781
3,629
1,667

11,077
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Companies of the STIHL Group
Name of the company 

Equity interest in %

Name of the company 

Equity interest in %

Companies included in the consolidated financial statements
Germany
STIHL Holding AG & Co. KG, Waiblingen
STIHL AG, Waiblingen
ANDREAS STIHL AG & Co. KG, Waiblingen
STIHL International GmbH, Waiblingen
STIHL Vertriebszentrale AG & Co. KG, Dieburg
ANDREAS STIHL Verwaltungs-GmbH, Waiblingen
STIHL-Verwaltungsgesellschaft mbH, Waiblingen
STIHL Kettenwerk Verwaltungs-GmbH, Waiblingen
STIHL Beteiligungsgesellschaft GmbH & Co. KG, Waiblingen
STIHL Kettenwerk GmbH & Co. KG, Waiblingen
Zama Holding GmbH, Waiblingen

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

Other countries
STIHL Incorporated, Virginia Beach, Virginia, USA

100.0

STIHL Ferramentas Motorizadas Ltda.,

São Leopoldo, Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil
ANDREAS STIHL Power Tools (Qingdao) Co., Ltd., Qingdao, China
VIKING GmbH, Langkampfen, Austria
STIHL Ges.m.b.H., Perchtoldsdorf, Austria
STIHL Vertriebs AG, Mönchaltorf, Switzerland
ANDREAS STIHL Ltd., Camberley, Surrey, United Kingdom
ANDREAS STIHL N.V., Puurs, Belgium
ANDREAS STIHL S.A.R.L., Torcy, Marne-la-Vallée, France
ANDREAS STIHL S.A., Torres de la Alameda, Spain
ANDREAS STIHL S.A., Sintra, Portugal
ANDREAS STIHL S.p.A., Cambiago, Italy
ANDREAS STIHL S.A., Acharnes, Attika, Greece
ANDREAS STIHL A /S, Sandefjord, Norway
ANDREAS STIHL Norden AB, Stenkullen, Sweden
ANDREAS STIHL Sp. z o.o., Tarnowo Podgórne, Poland
ANDREAS STIHL spol. s r.o., Modřice, Czech Republic
ANDREAS STIHL Kereskedelmi Kft., Biatorbágy, Hungary
ANDREAS STIHL Motounelte S.R.L., Otopeni, Romania
TOV ANDREAS STIHL, Kiev, Ukraine

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

Other countries (cont.)
TOV ANDREAS STIHL Zemelna Kompanija, Kiev, Ukraine
ANDREAS STIHL EOOD, Sofia, Bulgaria
OOO ANDREAS STIHL Marketing, St. Petersburg, Russia
STIHL Limited, London, Ontario, Canada
ANDREAS STIHL S.A. de C.V., Cuautlancingo, Puebla, Mexico
ANDREAS STIHL (PTY.) Ltd., Pietermaritzburg, South Africa
Kabushiki Kaisha STIHL , Kaminokawa-machi, Tochigi, Japan

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

Taicang ANDREAS STIHL Powertools Co., Ltd.,
Taicang City, Jiangsu, China
ANDREAS STIHL Ltd., Chai Wan, Hong Kong
ANDREAS STIHL Pvt. Ltd., Taluka-Haveli, Pune, India
Zama Corporation Ltd., Tai Po, NT, Hong Kong
Zama Japan Kabushiki Kaisha, Hachimantai-shi, Iwate-Ken, Japan
STIHL Pty. Ltd., Knoxfield, Victoria, Australia
STIHL Limited, Auckland, New Zealand
STIHL Motoimplementos S.A., El Talar, Buenos Aires, Argentina

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

Companies not included in the consolidated financial statements
Häussler GmbH & Co. KG
Sechzehnte Bau + Boden Gesellschaft, Stuttgart 1
Häussler Neckarpark GmbH, Stuttgart 2

¹ In the future: Carl Benz Center Objekt GmbH & Co. KG, Stuttgart
2

In the future: Carl Benz Center Neckarpark GmbH, Stuttgart

75.0
100.0
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BOARDS OF THE COMPANIES
MEMBERS OF THE SUPERVISORY BOARD OF STIHL AG

MEMBERS OF THE EXECUTIVE BOARD OF STIHL AG

Representing the shareholders

Dr.-Ing. Bertram Kandziora
Chairman of the Executive Board
Production and Materials

Hans Peter Stihl, Diplom-Ingenieur ¹
Chairman of the Supervisory Board, Remseck
Professor Dr. Dr. h.c. Walther Zügel ¹
Additional Deputy Chairman of the Supervisory Board, Stuttgart
Professor Dr. h.c. Ludwig Georg Braun
Chairman of the Executive Board of Braun Melsungen AG, Melsungen
Horst H. Geidel, Diplom-Kaufmann
Chairman of the Supervisory Board of Behr GmbH & C o. KG, Stuttgart
Eva Mayr-Stihl
Remseck

Dr. rer. pol. Klaus Detlefsen
Finance and Controlling
Günther Gasslbauer, Diplom-Betriebswirt (FH)
Human Resources, Organization / IT, Legal Affairs and Patents
Jürgen Steinhauser, Diplom-Wirtschaftsingenieur (FH)
Marketing and Sales
Wolfgang Zahn, Diplom-Ingenieur
Development

Dr. Rüdiger Stihl
Remseck

Representing the employees
Luigi Colosi ¹
Chairman of the General Works Council of ANDREAS STIHL AG & C o. KG,
Waiblingen, and Chairman of the Works Council of the Waiblingen and
Ludwigsburg plants of that company
Deputy Chairman of the Supervisory Board, Kernen
Matthias Fuchs
Second Authorized Representative of the Ludwigsburg Office of the
IG Metall trade union, Stuttgart
Claudia Klenk ¹
Chairwoman of the Group Works Council of STIHL H olding AG & C o. KG,
Waiblingen, Deputy Chairwoman of the General Works Council of
ANDREAS STIHL AG & C o. KG, Waiblingen
Dieter Knauss
Head of the Waiblingen Office of the IG Metall trade union, Waiblingen
Peter Linsbauer
Senior Manager Power Tool Design, Cut-off Machines,
ANDREAS STIHL AG & C o. KG, Waiblingen
Dr. Peter Pretzsch
Director, Group Technology and Buildings,
ANDREAS STIHL AG & C o. KG, Waiblingen (until December 31, 2010)
Thomas Bamesberger
Director Production and Logistics
ANDREAS STIHL AG & C o. KG (since January 27, 2011)

MEMBERS OF THE ADVISORY BOARD
OF STIHL HOLDING AG & CO. KG
Hans Peter Stihl, Diplom-Ingenieur
Chairman of the Advisory Board, Remseck
Eva Mayr-Stihl
Deputy Chairwoman of the Advisory Board, Remseck
Professor Dr. h.c. Ludwig Georg Braun
Melsungen
Horst H. Geidel, Diplom-Kaufmann
Stuttgart
Professor Dr. Michael Hoffmann-Becking
Düsseldorf
Gerhild Schetter
née Stihl, Kernen
Dr. Rüdiger Stihl
Remseck
Professor Dr. Dr. h.c. Walther Zügel
Stuttgart

¹ Also a member of the committee formed in accordance with Section 27 Subsection 3
of the German Codetermination Act.
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contact information 
Published by
STIHL Holding AG & Co. KG
Badstrasse 98
71336 Waiblingen
Germany
www.stihl.de
Concept and design
3st kommunikation, Mainz

Paper
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Papierfabrik Scheufelen, Lenningen
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This Annual Report is a convenience translation of the original German version.

stihl WORLDWIDE

million euros
%
Dec. 31
million euros

2009

2008

2,363.0
89.3
11,310
122.7

2,037.5
88.0
10,883
130.7

2,142.7
88.7
11,484
190.1

The STIHL Group develops, manufactures and distributes power
tools for forestry, landscape maintenance and the construction
industry. The products are sold exclusively by specialist dealers
that also provide servicing. The STIHL sales organization consists
of 32 own sales and marketing companies, more than 120 importers and approximately 38,000 specialist dealers in more than
160 countries. STIHL has been the world’s best-selling chain saw
brand since 1971.
Globally positioned on five continents and represented
in more than

CONSOLIDATED STIHL GROUP ¹

160 COUNTRIES
Revenue  
Wages, salaries, social security, pension contributions
Number of employees
Total assets
Equity ratio 2 	

million euros
million euros
Dec. 31
million euros
%

2,363.0
543.0
11,310
3,052.3
66.7

2,037.5
498.5
10,851
2,683.1
62.7

2,136.8
495.5
10,063
2,521.4
57.6

ANDREAS STIHL AG & CO. KG		

2010

2009

2008

Revenue
Share of revenue outside Germany
Wages, salaries, social security, pension contributions
Number of employees
Capital expenditure
Total assets
Equity ratio 2  

million euros
%
million euros
Dec. 31
million euros
million euros
%

801.2
87.6
246.2
3,874
48.1
800.2
42.5

676.1
86.1
238.7
3,685
49.6
711.0
42.2

817.9
88.3
246.2
3,750
45.4
719.6
41.7

‹‹

2

In the year 2010, the loan from Eva Mayr-Stihl Stiftung and the participating capital were reclassified to liabilities.
The equity ratios of the prior years have been adjusted accordingly.

January  
STIHL produces its millionth
power tool in China

February
Official opening of new sales
building of STIHL Ukraine

May
Hans Peter Stihl announces he
will step down from the Chair of
the Advisory Board in 2012

April
15 anniversary of STIHL
Mexico and official opening of the
new building (in September)

April
STIHL defies the crisis and
starts a cordless offensive

March 
STIHL supports the Caligari
Prize of the Baden-Württemberg
Film Academy

February
STIHL employees donate to
the needy population of Haiti

May
New logistics centre at the
STIHL sales centre in Dieburg

the stihl GROUP
S T I H L H O L D I N G A G & C O . KG
STIHL AG

ANDREAS STIHL AG & Co. KG
Founding company | Waiblingen

STIHL Vertriebszentrale

STIHL Kettenwerk

AG & Co. KG | Dieburg

GmbH & Co. KG | Waiblingen

July  
The mayor of Virginia Beach visits
the founding company in Waiblingen

may
25th anniversary of STIHL Spain

August
The governor of the US state
of Virginia visits STIHL’s
development centre in Waiblingen

September
STIHL ® TIMBERSPORTS®
World Championships in Austria

Wil branch
STIHL International GmbH Waiblingen
STIHL subsidiaries

¹ Only consolidated companies

2010

THE YEAR IN REVIEW

Revenue
Share of revenue outside Germany
Number of employees
Capital expenditure

2010

KEY FIGURES | THE STIHL GROUP

THE STIHL GROUP		

‹‹

KEY FIGURES

of STIHL International GmbH
EUROPE Austria ¹ | Belgium | Bulgaria |
Czech Republic | Denmark | France | Greece |
Hungary | Italy | Norway | Poland | Portugal |
Romania | Russia | Spain | Sweden | Switzerland ¹ |
Netherlands | Ukraine | United Kingdom |
THE AMERICAS Argentina | Brazil ¹ | Canada |
Mexico | United States ¹ | ASIA China ¹ | Hong Kong |
India | Japan | OCEANIA Australia |
New Zealand | AFRICA South Africa

Zama subsidiaries of
STIHL International GmbH
ASIA Hong Kong | Japan

¹ STIHL manufacturing and sales companies

September
STIHL aims for record revenue

September
STIHL sale centre is
“Company of the Year 2010”

September
STIHL Benelux celebrates 25 years
of the company and its success story

november
Hans Peter Stihl is made an honorary
citizen of São Leopoldo in Brazil

2011
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Founding company | Waiblingen

STIHL Vertriebszentrale

STIHL Kettenwerk

AG & Co. KG | Dieburg

GmbH & Co. KG | Waiblingen

July  
The mayor of Virginia Beach visits
the founding company in Waiblingen

may
25th anniversary of STIHL Spain

August
The governor of the US state
of Virginia visits STIHL’s
development centre in Waiblingen

September
STIHL ® TIMBERSPORTS®
World Championships in Austria

Wil branch
STIHL International GmbH Waiblingen
STIHL subsidiaries

¹ Only consolidated companies

2010

THE YEAR IN REVIEW

Revenue
Share of revenue outside Germany
Number of employees
Capital expenditure

2010

KEY FIGURES | THE STIHL GROUP

THE STIHL GROUP		

‹‹

KEY FIGURES

of STIHL International GmbH
EUROPE Austria ¹ | Belgium | Bulgaria |
Czech Republic | Denmark | France | Greece |
Hungary | Italy | Norway | Poland | Portugal |
Romania | Russia | Spain | Sweden | Switzerland ¹ |
Netherlands | Ukraine | United Kingdom |
THE AMERICAS Argentina | Brazil ¹ | Canada |
Mexico | United States ¹ | ASIA China ¹ | Hong Kong |
India | Japan | OCEANIA Australia |
New Zealand | AFRICA South Africa

Zama subsidiaries of
STIHL International GmbH
ASIA Hong Kong | Japan

¹ STIHL manufacturing and sales companies

September
STIHL aims for record revenue

September
STIHL sale centre is
“Company of the Year 2010”

September
STIHL Benelux celebrates 25 years
of the company and its success story

november
Hans Peter Stihl is made an honorary
citizen of São Leopoldo in Brazil

2011

TECHNOLOGY
STIHL has further developed the tried and tested internalcombustion engine: 2- MIX and 4- MIX technologies allow
more efficient combustion; M-Tronic electronic engine
management adjusts engines automatically and optimally
to reduce fuel consumption and emissions.

STIHL ANNUAL REPORT 2010

OVERVIE W OF STIHL POWER TECHNOLOGIES

ARE AS OF APPLICATION
Anyone who wants to operate loud tools in the open
air decides on the power system that offers maximum
independence – a fuel canister to fill up is always close
at hand.

GASOLINE

A NNUA L REP OR T

Focus on Innovations
TECHNOLOGY
The electric motors in the corded STIHL products are
particularly robust, durable and reliable. They are optimized for professional work, for tradesmen for example.
They make use of the existing power network infrastructure and therefore constitute an inexpensive and environmentally friendly alternative.

ARE AS OF APPLICATION
Inexpensive, emission-free, light and quiet: If there’s
an electric socket nearby, one can work with an electric
power tool non-stop and conveniently. Our corded tools
are also a good solution for do-it-yourselfers and
tradesmen or to cut firewood at home.

10

ELECTRIC
INNOVATIVE IN ALL TECHNOLOGIES –
TECHNOLOGY
A brushless, electronically controlled (EC) electric motor is
used in the new STIHL cordless tools. Its operation is very
energy efficient and mechanically it is almost wear-free.
Due to the EC motor’s high efficiency, STIHL cordless tools
make the best possible use of the lithium-ion batteries and
convert their power directly into performance.

whether gasoline, corded or cordless: STIHL

ARE AS OF APPLICATION
STIHL cordless power tools are suitable for use in interior
fitting and renovation, cutting firewood, working in one’s
own home or garden, or in noise-sensitive areas such as
residential areas, parks or hospitals.

offers all customers the technical solution
that they need.

CORDLESS

STIHL Holding AG & Co. KG
Badstrasse 98
71336 Waiblingen
Germany
www.stihl.de
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